A numerical-parameterized solution of the optimized effective potential equations is proposed. The analytic continuation method is used to solve the single-particle Schrödinger equation. This method provides an accurate solution and allows for a straightforward use of the logarithm transformation. A systematic comparison with both the numerical and the fully parameterized solution is carried out. The differences between the numerical solution and the parameterized one and the better performance of the latter are elucidated.
Introduction
The optimized effective potential (OEP) method is a variational approach for the manyelectron problem based on the independent particle model. As in the Hartree-Fock (HF) approximation, the trial wavefunction in a single configurational approach in the LS coupling scheme is written as a linear combination of Slater determinants. In the OEP approximation, the occupied orbitals are the eigenfunctions of a single-particle Hamiltonian built as the sum of the kinetic energy and a local effective potential, the same for all the electrons. In practical implementations, this effective potential is taken to be central. The expectation value of the atomic Hamiltonian is calculated in the trial wavefunction built from these orbitals. Therefore, the variational energy of the atom becomes a functional of the effective potential which is then fixed by minimizing the energy. This leads to a linear integral equation from which the optimum potential is obtained.
The OEP was originally proposed by Sharp and Horton [1] and it was reformulated [2] and implemented [2, 3] by numerically solving the integral equation. The result for the energy provided by the numerical solution (NOEP) is an upper bound to the Hartree-Fock energy with relative differences below 0.01%. An alternative methodology for solving the OEP equations was proposed in [4] [5] [6] based on an analytical parameterization of the potential. More recent OEP results can be found in [7] [8] [9] [10] . Recently, we have proposed [11] a different strategy to tackle this problem. While the basic framework is the same as in [2] , both the orbitals and the potential are parameterized. The potential is written as a sum of functions with the correct short-and long-range behaviour. The orbitals are expanded in Slater-type orbitals (STO) with the linear coefficients fixed to solve the corresponding single-particle equations. Both the nonlinear coefficients in the STOs and the variational parameters in the potential are fixed by minimizing the total energy of the atom. By using this parameterized optimized effective potential (POEP) methodology, one does not need to solve the integral equation for the optimized effective potential and, in addition, the results are analytic, i.e. no errors of a numerical type are present. The results obtained in [11] improved, in the variational sense, the numerical energies provided by the fully numerical solution, especially for light atoms [12] .
An intermediate approximation between the fully numerical solution, NOEP, and the fully parameterized one, POEP, is to parameterize only the potential and to solve numerically the single-particle Schrödinger equation for the radial part of the orbitals. This approximation will be called here NPOEP. The purpose of this work is to explore this methodology that leads to a simpler and more stable numerical problem than the NOEP and circumvents some of the deficiencies of the POEP, for example, the possibility of describing states in the continuum that allow for the study of photoionization processes. Finally, it is worth mentioning here that these methods are of great interest in density functional theory (DFT). In the framework of DFT, the OEP method is an exact-exchange Kohn-Sham method. These kinds of functionals play an important role in density functional theory because they constitute the starting point for building new functionals that go beyond the exchange-only approximation by including the correlation energy. The usual DFT calculations include dynamic correlations while the OEP does not. For a more thorough discussion on the relationship between the OEP method and the recent advances in DFT, see for example [4] [5] [6] 10] . Atomic units are used throughout this work.
Numerical-parameterized optimized effective potential (NPOEP)
In the OEP approach, the orbitals are eigenfunctions of the single-particle Hamiltonian
The variational method applied to the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in terms of the single-particle orbitals leads to the OEP integral equation that can be written as follows:
where V x ( r) is the exchange potential
where the orbitals are the solutions of the Schrödinger equation (1), and the sums run over the occupied orbitals. The effective potential is obtained as the solution of this integral equation.
In the NPOEP method studied here, a parameterized form for the effective potential, V e , is used. The single-particle Schrödinger equation (1) is solved numerically, obtaining the radial part of the occupied orbital. Then the expectation value of the electrostatic Hamiltonian in the state under study is calculated. Therefore, the total energy of the atom becomes a function of the parameters of the potential, which are fixed by minimizing the total energy.
In practice, there are three aspects that need to be specified in order to implement this NPOEP method. The first one is to select a suitable form of the parameterization of the effective potential; the second one is the numerical method used to integrate the single-particle Schrödinger equation (1) , and the third one is the numerical quadrature used to compute the one-and two-body integrals involved in the calculation of the expectation value of the atomic Hamiltonian.
With respect to parameterization, one must take into account the asymptotic behaviour of the effective potential
These conditions have been included by using the following form for V e (r):
with
In this work, the following functional form that fulfils these conditions is used:
where n k are positive integers and at least one of them is equal to zero. The coefficients c k and the exponents β k are taken as variational parameters as well as the number of functions of the expansion, N f . This parameterization has been used previously within the POEP framework to obtain very good results for the ground and some excited states of atomic systems. The analytic continuation method [13] [14] [15] has been used to solve the eigenvalue differential equation (1) . This method exploits the analytic properties of the differential equation at any point of the complex plane. To apply this method, one expands in a Taylor power series around any of the selected mesh points both the radial wavefunction and the potential. The differential equation allows one to relate the coefficient of the power expansion of the radial wavefunction among them. Starting from r 0 = 0, and taking into account the boundary conditions, the solution is connected with its Taylor expansion around r 1 , i.e. the following mesh point, determining the new coefficients in the expansion. In this way one can reach any of the r k , k = 2, 3, . . . , mesh points. Finally, the boundary condition at infinity is imposed in a sufficiently large value of r. This method presents two properties that have shown to be very convenient for this problem. The first one is that one can solve the eigenvalue differential equation practically at any accuracy as desired. The second one is that the grid size can be changed at any integration point without modifying the precision.
Finally, we have used a five-point integration formula to compute the one-and two-body radial integrals involved in the expectation value of the atomic Hamiltonian with the numerical eigenfunctions of equation (1). It is worth remarking here that for this problem any of the standard quadrature methods is, in general, efficient provided that the logarithm variable t = ln(r) is used. It can be said that the use of the logarithm transformation is practically unavoidable for computing the integrals numerically, especially for atoms with Z 18 because of the functional dependence of the different occupied orbitals [16] . Integrating in the logarithm variable reduces substantially the number of grid points needed for a given accuracy. However, the use of the logarithm transformation to solve the single-particle Schrödinger equation (1) leads to a more complicated differential equation and, in addition, the boundary condition at r = 0 cannot be imposed exactly because the integration must start at t 0 = ln r 0 finite, usually t 0 ∈ [−9, −7] in au. These difficulties can be overcome with the use of the analytic continuation method.
The basic idea is to integrate (1) in the radial variable starting from r = 0 up to r 0 = e t 0 and then in the following tabular points:
Note that the step size is different at any point of the mesh in the radial variable r. This provides a tabulation of the radial orbitals in
that constitutes an uniform mesh in the logarithm variable. These tabular points are used to calculate the one-and two-body radial integrals numerically in this variable. The integrals have been calculated by taking successive sub-intervals of five equally spaced points and using a five-point Newton integration rule. In this work, we have worked with a step size of h = 0.01 au, which leads to an accuracy of 12 digits in double precision calculations. The total energy is a function of the parameters of the effective potential, {c k , β k }, for a given choice of the n k values in equation (5). The minimization of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian is carried out with some additional constraints [11] . The first one is the fulfilment of the virial theorem. The second one is that the exchange-only virial relation [17, 18] must hold. This theorem states that the exchange energy defined in the usual way
The sums run over the occupied orbitals. The third constraint concerns the occupied orbital with the highest eigenvalue in equation (1) . The eigenvalue associated with this orbital must be equal to the following expectation value:
where I, J and K are the usual single-particle, direct and exchange integrals calculated starting from the single-particle orbitals. Within the OEP approximation, the single-particle energies λ of equation (6) do not coincide with the eigenvalues λ of the corresponding singleparticle Schrödinger equation with the effective potential (1), except for the highest occupied orbital [19] .
Results
The NPOEP approximation will be applied here to the ground state of Be, Ne, Ar, Kr and Xe. However, the NPOEP discussed here can be applied to any term of any atom or can be generalized to a configuration interaction expansion with no substantial changes on the basic formalism and technical solutions. 
Convergence with the parameterization of the potential
In order to study the performance of the analytic expansion of the potential used here, equation (5), we will compare with the numerical results of [3] which can be considered as exacts within the numerical accuracy. First, we have studied the behaviour of the optimized effective potential with the number of basis functions used in the expansion and by using different powers of r in equation (5) . In general, we have obtained that the convergence of the energy with the number of basis functions is fast, and the results show a weak dependence on the selection of the powers n k used in equation (5) . In table 1, we show the energy obtained for different expansions of the effective potential with a particular choice of the basis set. For Be and Ne, the use of only two basis functions leads to a very good approximation to the NOEP energy value, with a relative error of 0.006% and 0.002%, respectively. As the number of basis functions increases, the energy approaches monotonically to the exact numerical value. With six basis functions, the highest dimension explored here, we have found that the relative error is 0.0004% for Be and 0.0002% for Ne. With respect to the effective potential, in figure 1 we show the The difference function between the parameterized optimized effective potential f (r) function, POEP [12] and the numerical result is also shown.
differences between the f (r) function of this work parameterized with two and six basis functions (the lowest and the highest dimensions analysed) as compared with the numerical exact function of Aashmar et al [3] . As can be seen in the figure, the qualitative behaviour of the parameterization with two and six basis functions is similar, with smaller quantitative differences with respect to the exact numerical function for the latter. The differences are always lower than 1% for Be and 0.1% for Ne. In the figure, we also show the difference function between the numerical and the POEP f (r) function of [12] that shows a similar structure as that of the NPOEP approximation.
In figure 2 , we plot the f (r) function obtained from the optimum parameterizations of this work. The qualitative behaviour of these functions is similar for all the cases considered, due in part to the asymptotic conditions imposed on this function. This similarity is higher between the atoms Kr and Xe, with more differences between the lighter atoms. The role of this function is to account for the screening and, as the number of electrons increases, the most relevant part of this effect is accounted for by the inner electrons that change less than the outermost ones giving rise to a similar behaviour of this function as Z increases.
NPOEP results
In table 2, we report the best NPOEP results for some quantities of interest as compared with both the NOEP [3] and the POEP [12] values. The Hartree-Fock [20] values for these quantities are included for the sake of comparison. We show the ground state energy of the atom along with the single-particle energies nl of the different occupied orbitals obtained from the eigenvalue equation as well as the expectation values nl , given by equation (6) .
In the HF approximation nl = nl , for the different implementations of the OEP method this is only true for the occupied orbital with the highest single-particle energy. The total energy obtained from the NOEP and NPOEP approximations presents a very good agreement, with relative differences below 0.0005%. This result indicates that the parameterization of the effective potential proposed in this work is a good alternative to the purely numerical solution of the OEP equations. A more stringent test comes from the comparison of the single-particle energies that are quantities more sensitive to small local differences on the optimized effective potential provided by different methods. As can be seen from the table, the most relevant differences take place for the outermost orbitals. For the inner orbitals, the relative differences vary between 0.01% and 0.1% while in the case of the outermost orbitals, the relative differences go from 0.3% for Be up to 0.8% in the 5p orbital of Xe, which is the highest discrepancy found. A comparison with the Hartree-Fock values is of interest. As has been previously discussed, the HF energy is a lower bound to the OEP one, as is the case of the results presented here. It is worth pointing out that both sets of results, HF and any of the OEP, are very close, with relative differences in the total energy below 0.001% and in the single-particle energies lower than 1%. This indicates that the radial orbitals provided by both approximations are very similar.
To finalize this section, let us comment about the relative cost of the different OEP methods in comparison with the HF one. The POEP method is the fastest one because all the calculations are carried out analytically, with a computational cost similar to a RoothaanHartree-Fock (RHF) calculation. However, the RHF method must be modified for open shells and excited states whereas for any of the OEP methods the application is the same for all these cases. The NOEP and the NPOEP have a similar time computational cost, greater than that of the POEP method, but the cost of the NPOEP method approaches that of the POEP one as the number of particles increases. Besides, the use of any of the OEP approximations for excited states is straightforward. The single-particle orbitals are calculated as in the case of the ground state. Then, the total energy of the state is computed by calculating the expectation value of the atomic Hamiltonian on the selected subspace with the proper L and S values. The variational principle is applied by using the Hylleraas-Undheim theorem. For molecules the extension is not straightforward, especially for the numerical OEP approximations, because the potential is not separable.
Comparison between NPOEP and POEP
The relationship between the HF and any of the OEP methods has been discussed in previous sections. With respect to the relation between the total energy provided by the different implementations of the optimized effective potential method, the situation is as follows. As has also been mentioned previously, the NOEP total energy must be lower than the NPOEP one, and the latter must go to the former as the number of basis functions in the parameterization of the potential increases. Finally, one could expect that, as in the POEP solution both the potential and the orbitals are parameterized, a similar relationship between the total POEP and NOEP energies must hold. Even more, the POEP energy should be higher than the NPOEP one, due to the fact that in POEP the Schrödinger equation (1) is solved within a finite basis set, while in the NPOEP this is done exactly numerically. However, and as can be seen from table 2, this is not the case.
The explanation of this apparent paradox is the following. In the POEP method, the single-particle Schrödinger equation is solved in a finite basis set, i.e. by using an approximate method. Thus, the parameterized radial orbitals do not need to coincide completely with the exact ones if the STO basis set is not good enough. The single-particle energies obtained in the POEP must be upper bounds to those obtained by solving numerically the single-particle Schrödinger equation with the same effective potential. However, this is not the case for the total energy, which is not simply the sum of the single-particle energies. In this sense, in table 2 we have shown in parentheses the result of a calculation where the same effective potential as in the POEP method is used with the orbitals calculated numerically. As can be seen, the total energies do not coincide and the calculation with the analytical orbitals provides a lower value of the total energy. The difference is not due to any numerical error, but to the fact that the radial part of the orbitals is different. There are two key facts that cause the POEP energy to be below the NOEP one for some finite basis sets. First, in the POEP approximation the single-particle Schrödinger equation is not solved exactly because the basis for expanding the orbitals is finite. Second, in the POEP method [11] the total energy of the atom is minimized with respect to the orbitals. This leads to a variational freedom not present either in the NPOEP or in the NOEP approaches. Therefore, in the minimum search, what is favoured is the lowering of the total energy and not the best possible solution of the eigenvalue equation (1) within that basis set size. This leads to exponents in the STO expansion which are specially tailored to give the lowest possible total energy of the atom. If the size of the basis set expansion of the orbitals becomes larger, this extra freedom starts to get lost and the POEP total energies lie above those calculated from the numerical solution. It can be said that, with a finite basis set expansion for the orbitals, the POEP approximation is not exactly a mean effective potential method, instead it is an intermediate approximation between the HF and OEP.
In order to support this conclusion, we proceeded as follows. We have used atomic beryllium as illustration and the parameterization of the effective potential with six basis functions (see table 2) that has been kept fixed throughout the following calculation. The single-particle Schrödinger equation has been solved in different finite basis sets for the orbitals, and the total energy of the atom has been minimized with respect to the nonlinear parameters of the expansions. The results for the total energy and the single-particle energies obtained are shown in table 3 as compared with the NPOEP results. As the number of STO basis functions increases, the POEP total energy and single-particle energies get closer to the NPOEP ones. For any basis set size, the POEP single-particle energies are upper bounds to the NPOEP single-particle energies. As the number of STO basis functions is lowered, the accuracy in the solution of the single-particle Schrödinger equation is reduced which starts to significantly change the adaptation of the basis set towards reducing the total energy instead of improving the precision in the solution of the single-particle equation. This leads to a lower value of the total energy of the atom. If the number of basis functions is too small, the possibility of exploiting the extra variational freedom starts to get lost. Finally, it is worth remarking that in the POEP approximation no numerical inaccuracies are present because all the calculations are analytic. The discrepancies are due to the truncation of the basis set in the solution of the single-particle Schrödinger equation. 
Conclusions
A solution of the OEP equations based on a parameterization of the potential has been studied. The total energy obtained by this methodology is very close to that obtained by means of a full numerical solution. The use of a parameterized potential gives rise to a simplification of the problem from a computational point of view allowing for a much higher numerical accuracy. The use of the analytic continuation method for solving the single-particle Schrödinger equation first leads to a great accuracy and second allows for a straightforward use of the logarithm variable, which is almost unavoidable for calculating the one-and two-body radial integrals accurately. We give justification to the fact that the energies obtained by using a parameterization for both the potential and the single-particle orbitals, POEP, are below the numerical exact results of Aashamar et al [3] . The former methodology introduces an extra variational freedom when implemented with a finite basis set to expand the radial part of the orbitals which leads to a nonexact solution of the single-particle Schrödinger equation.
